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Horror publishing house Cemetery Dance is offering an e-book by its managing editor,
acclaimed writer Brian James Freeman, as a free Kindle download at Amazon.com. SEVEN
STORIES is a collection of, well, seven stories guaranteed to keep you up at night. But don’t
wait too long to grab it, because the free offer only lasts till tomorrow.

The SEVEN STORIES Kindle can be obtained from Amazon here , and for UK users here .
Such a giveaway is nothing new to Freeman, who in 2010 offered his novella THE PAINTED
DARKNESS gratis six months before the hardcover was published. “A lot of people wrote me to
say I was crazy,” Freeman tells Fango, “that I had just killed my book or even my career. But
instead, we ended up selling thousands of copies of the hardcover, many more than we ever
dreamed possible when Richard Chizmar offered to publish the book.”

With stories featuring everything from a child-murdering serial killer to a monster lurking in an
office-building basement, SEVEN STORIES offers a wide range of horror, from the paranormal
to the more reality-grounded, the latter tales of which Freeman believes are “probably a little
stronger.” Rest assured, he absolutely loves all forms of the macabre, and it shows. From the
aforementioned creature horror of “What They Left Behind” to the emotional impact of “Walking
With the Ghosts of Pier 13” and “Running Rain,” SEVEN STORIES offers up a buffet of
bloodcurdling tales no gore-met will want to pass up.

This free offer, Freeman points out, is only the tip of the iceberg. Cemetery Dance has more
tricks up its sleeve for the coming months, including three short-story collections, a further
anthology for the acclaimed Cemetery Dance Signature Series, two new volumes of Stephen
King trivia, “and,” the author adds, “maybe a few surprises, too.” Keep your eyes on Cemetery
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Dance’s official website .
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